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1819 Rann of Kachchh Earthquake
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Outline

• Dead and earthquake loads

• Load path

• Effects of earthquakes

– Structural members

– Non-structural members
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Dead and earthquake loads
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Dead loads
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Dead load

• Direction

– Vertically downward

• Magnitude

– Mass × acceleration due to gravity
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Earthquake load

• Energy released during rupture of fault 
spreads through the earth

7Source: sciencelearn.org.nz



Earthquake load

• The energy causes motion at the ground 
surface

8Source: earthquake.usgs.gov



Earthquake load

• Earthquake waves comprises of wavelets of 
many frequencies
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Earthquake loads

• Different buildings subjected to same motions 
attract different forces and respond differently
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Source: NPEEE material



Earthquake loads

• Case 1

– Mass of slab: 1,000 kg

– Earthquake force: 1,000 N
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• Case 2

– Mass of slab: 1,000 kg

– Earthquake force: 1,250 N



Earthquake loads: features

• Act in horizontal and vertical directions

• Magnitude of earthquake loads function of
– Ground motions

• Source-to-site distance
– Zone factor in IS 1893

• Soil type
– Hard, medium, soft in IS 1893

– Properties of structures
• Natural period in IS 1893

– Mass

– Stiffness
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Load path
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Load path: dead load

• Cantilevered beam

– Load path runs through the beam directed 
towards the support

• Bending and shear in beam
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Load path: dead load

• Moment-resisting frame

– Beams

• Flexure, shear

– Columns

• Axial, flexural, shear
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Load path: dead load

• Frame with a “pin” in between

– Right column receives only axial stresses
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Load path: dead load

• Summary

– Load path in frame members

• Support conditions

• Connections
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Load path: earthquake

• Aspects regarding the earthquake load path

– Direction of loading 

– Support conditions

– Diaphragm action

– Torsional action
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EQ load path: direction of loading

19Source: NPEEE Material



EQ load path: direction of loading

20Source: NPEEE Material



EQ load path: support condition

• Earthquake load affected by support condition
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EQ load path: support condition

• Member forces affected by support conditions
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EQ load path: diaphragm action
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EQ load path: diaphragm action

• Plan view of a building 
with three frames 
supporting a slab

– Ratio of forces in the 
frames in two cases

• Slab is rigid in plane

• No diaphragm action
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EQ load path: torsion
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Effect on structures
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Structural damage: general
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2015 Nepal earthquake: photo by UB team



Structural damage: general
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2015 Nepal earthquake: photo by UB team



Structural damage: general 
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2015 Nepal earthquake: photo by IITK team



Structural damage: general
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2015 Nepal earthquake: photo by IITK team 



Structural damage: configuration
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Structural damage: configuration
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Structural damage: column
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2015 Nepal earthquake: photo by UB team
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Structural damage: column

38Source: Newmark and Rosenblueth (1971)



Structural damage: beam 
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2015 Nepal earthquake: photo by UB team



Structural damage: joint

40Source: ascelibrary.org
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Effect on non-structural 
components
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Non-structural components

• Residential buildings
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Source: FEMA E-74



Non-structural components

• Commercial establishments
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Source: FEMA E-74



Non-structural components

• Monuments
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Source: FEMA E-74



Non-structural components

• Interaction between adjacent non-structural 
components 
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Source: FEMA E-74



Fire
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2011 Christchurch earthquake: photo by CA Seismic Safety Commission staff



Summary

• Earthquake response function of

– Ground motion

– Structural system

• Configuration

• Design

• Maintenance

• Good earthquake performance can be 
achieved through a robust structural system
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Summary

• Performance of non-structural components may 
cause

– Loss of lives

– Financial losses

– Data losses

– Loss of business

– Loss of functionality

• Good structural performance generally improves 
performance of non-structural components
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Do earthquakes always bring bad 
news?

“One man was lucky; when the walls of his 
house came down, a pot of coins showered 
down on him”

– Earthquake by Ruskin Bond
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Thank you!
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